Brought to you by the Dorset section VMCC

Here we are again, staring down the barrel of yet another week of lockdown. It
appears we might need to think about issue ten of LDN so please keep sending
in your contributions. At least the regulations have relaxed sufficiently to allow
your chairman and secretary to meet up on some important club business …

Hopefully, it will be more than just one at a time soon. Sit back, grab a coffee
and please enjoy issue nine of LDN

First up, our regular contributor (I may have to put him on the sandwich run rotaed) Ian Clarke with a tale about a powerful Moto Guzzi. I had one of these too,
albeit briefly, I found it far too unwieldy. Ian seems to have fared rather better
with his.
Dr John Moto Guzzi
Dr John Wittner was the dentist who put Moto Guzzi in the record books back
in the late '80's with performances on machines he tuned, ridden by sponsored
riders, in the United States. His breakthrough came when a pushrod 1000cc twin
tuned by him, ridden by Doug Brauneck, won the AMA U.S. pro twins title in
1987 ending the dominance of Ducati and Harley Davidson. As a result of this
Alejandro de Tomaso (then Moto Guzzi's owner) gave Dr John Wittner one of
the two prototype 4 valve overhead camshaft engines the factory had been
experimenting with. Armed with this he promptly won at Daytona, later leaving
the States for Mandello del Lario assisting the factory developing and launching
a new model in 1992, the Moto Guzzi Daytona 1000. The machine not only had
the 4V OHC engine but other parts developed on Dr John's race bike such as the
monoshock frame and Weber Minarelli fuel injection system.

In the early '90's Three Cross Motorcycles were the UK importers, it was here I
saw my first Daytona 1000 soon after they were launched and, as with most
Italian bikes, it looked like it was doing 100mph when stationary. I wasn't in the
market to buy one as it was (a) not a BMW and (b) far too much boy racer and
not enough touring. I did however pick up a brochure and, before blue tacking
the wonderful double A4 foldout picture to the wall above the urinal in my
garage, read and was impressed by the full spec. The poster was there a full
three years and almost every day during that time I had the opportunity (a
couple of times a day) to stand and idly stare at the picture of the fire engine
red Daytona 1000. One Wednesday in early October 1995 I had a visit from a
friend stationed with the Royal Marines in Poole and we had a couple of cups of
coffee chatting whilst sitting outside my garage block in the autumn sunshine.

Soon he needed the 'facilities' and returned asking why I'd put that picture
above the urinal and not one of a racing BMW. My explanation that I just liked
the look of the machine that it had some real performance simply didn't wash

with him so he said 'if you think they're that good why don't you go and buy one,
in fact I've got MCN in the van so let's see what's for sale'. With that he legged
it off to his van, returned with the
paper sat himself back down and
began perusing the adverts. Soon I
heard 'here's one, a Daytona 1000
Dr John, whatever that is,
unregistered for £9000, give him a
ring your phones here'. I found
myself backed into a bit of a corner
so I rang the number (in
Manchester) fully expecting to get
no answer, then we could move on.
Of course the seller did answer so I
began asking what I felt were
relatively
sensible
questions.
Unregistered? 'Yes'. So zero miles?
'No, 2000 Km'. You've used it on
track days? 'No, only ridden it in dry
weather on the road, it's never seen
rain'. How come if it's unregistered
you've been able to use it on the road?. 'Come and view it and I'll explain'. I got
details of its whereabouts, it was in the showroom of a large car dealership in
Belle View, Manchester and, as I had a good friend living nearby I asked him to
go and have a look then report back. I soon got his response along the lines of
'it's absolutely mint and I guess if you want to buy a tractor this is about as good
as it gets'.

The following day saw me riding to Manchester on my (then) partners R65GS
with her on the pillion. We had a meal with my friend and then went in his car
to view the bike which, as he said, was mint. The explanation of how an
unregistered bike could be ridden on the road simply beggars belief; in those
days garages received 'blocks' of registration numbers at the start of each
change in prefix letter and as this was a main dealership and the vendor was the
dealer principle what he'd been doing (for some years) is buying a new bike early
in the year, putting one of the numbers he'd been allocated on it, riding it round
unregistered for 6 months then selling it complete with a new registration. I did
enquire what would have happened if he'd been stopped to which he replied
'we go to the DVLA offices in Manchester at least 3 times a week so I'd just

register it but so far I've never been stopped'. I asked about speed camera's to
which he responded 'no problem the numbers not registered and if they came
here to investigate there's no number plate on the bike as I remove it before it's
put away!' Next I wanted a test ride so he simply screwed on the new number it
would be sold with. The bike should have been 'M' plated but it would be sold
on an 'N' plate. Off down the road I went although Belle View is no place to try
a bike. At the first 'T' junction, approached in second gear, I shut the throttle and
the back wheel locked, not something I'd ever had happen in (at that time) 28
years of riding BMW's. The thing was an animal. Unable to get much above 50
miles an hour on the ride I asked him how it performed at speed. His unlikely
answer shook me. 'I don't know, I've never been over 70'. This seemed a bit
dubious to me, after all why would you buy a bike reportedly capable of
c150mph then never go above 70? I'd made my mind up to offer £7500 and if
he
wouldn't
accept that I'd
walk
away.
Needless to say
an offer £1500
below his asking
price didn't go
down too well
(the bike cost
c£10500 new)
and he declined
it. Having said he
would drop to
£8500 and with
me determined
to stick to my
offer we made our way back to the car.

Just as we started to pull away there was a knock on the car window, '£8000?'
No £7500. He paused to think. 'OK' . I had just bought the Guzzi and was already
beginning to get buyers remorse. We did the paper work, including the V55 and
when he asked me how much it was to tax a bike as he'd never taxed one, I felt
the story of the non registration was probably true. My ride through Manchester
to pick up the R65GS only served to confirm the bike was a bit of an animal at
low speed. Later we set off down the M6 at around 70-75 and at that speed
things started to get a bit better as the wind pressure took the weight off the

wrists. We stopped just North of Birmingham for a short break and agreed that
when we got onto dual carriageway near Coleshill I'd go off on my own, give the
Guzzi some 'stick' and
that we'd meet up again
at the Little Chef in Stow
on the Wold. On roads I
knew well from the time
we lived in Warwick it
was the opportunity to
see how Dr John
performed. Once above
85 mph the bike was
virtually unridable as it
bounced around at the
back end every time
there was an undulation
in the road. It was completely believable that the previous owner had restricted
himself to 70 but begs the question as to why he didn't try to sort the handling?
I began to wonder again whether buying it had really been a sensible decision.
When we met up at Stow the first question was 'So, how do you like it?'
Unbelievable was my response, it's unbelievably bad!

After a meal we rode steadily back to Dorset with me convincing myself that all
Daytona's couldn't be that bad and that as the Marzocchi front forks had
variable damping which made no difference to the handling the fault definitely
lay with the rear suspension, a White Power unit. A call to Raceco the Guzzi
Specialists a few days later confirmed that the rear unit was incorrectly set up
and once adjusted to their recommended settings the handling was transformed
making it possible to ride at speeds up to......well flat out.

The origins of the bikes sold as Dr John's began when Keith Davies managing
Director of Three Cross Motorcycles Ltd approached the Moto Guzzi factory who
then with the assistance of their Sales Manager and Managing Director received

the approval of Dr John Wittner to produce a limited run of twenty "Dr John"
Daytona 1000's all for the UK. The bikes were factory built using a performance
kit developed by Dr John himself, his 'B' kit. All twenty bikes were painted in
black and carried the "Dr John" graphics in gold. John Wittner told Keith Davies
that he would never give permission again for his registered trade mark to be
used on a production machine and that he only allowed these machines to carry
his name as a one off in recognition of their friendship.

Of the twenty bikes, two have since been exported, at least one has been written
off and the one I bought (number seven in the production run) still resides in my
garage. It's also now Vintage eligible having been manufactured in 1994. Ride a
bike capable of exceeding the national speed limit in first gear in a VMCC event?
I don't think so!

Thanks Ian. I sold mine without a moment’s hesitation!

Next, you might recall Bette’s picture by the stones of the fortuitously named
Stonehenge a couple of weeks back. We were promised the names of those
present and here they are:
Left to Right
Brian? With wife and 3 children on the Enfield Combo.
John Allington
Daphne Allington
Unknown couple on a BSA
Martin Jones
Chris Owen (behind Martin)
Dave Owen (behind Chris)
Lynn Jones
Jack Staddon
Jim Rolf (behind Jack)
Tom Hall
Percy Gossling
John Guy
An unknown Druid
Olive Guy
Brian Barber
Betsy Barber
Unknown behind Betsy
Harvey Sims (behind unknown)
Commander Francis Hay RN
Ian Clarke
Jim Deveraux (behind Ian)
Paul Winch
Holly Winch
Roy Poynting
Dianne Poynting
Pete Wadey
John Read
Pat and Rene Deacon (behind John).
Let’s be honest here, we’re all ‘unknown behind Betsy’ in reality, although our
secretary could stand in as ‘an unknown druid’, especially with his special covid
lockdown hairstyle.
Thanks Betsy!

The editor of the proper VMCC journal is a friend of the section and most of us
know Peter Henshaw. Deeply affected by the Fizzy years story, he was moved to
share his story!
My First Bike
I never intended to buy a CZ. In fact, until I approached 17 I didn't even know
they existed. A Puch VZ50 had got me on the road, took me across Weymouth
to school every day and had a surprising turn of speed (for a 50). It wasn't exactly
in Fizzie territory, but an indicated 38mph was fast enough to bestow bragging
rights in the school bike shed. However, as I explained to my Mum, nobody still
rode a moped at 17...I had to have a bike.
Money was the problem. Other sixth formers (probably with a little help, a wellpaying Saturday job or the bank of Mum and Dad) had progressed to CB200s
(two of those in the shed), a Superdream and an XS250 Yamaha, all of them way
out of my budget. I discovered CZ's, not from a friend or the bike press, but
Drive, the magazine of the AA. Journalist Dave Minton contributed a token bike
test every issue, and one month, a whole page was devoted to this two-stroke
from Czechoslovakia. Here at last was a bike I could afford. A CZ 175 might be a
bit basic, but it was a real step up from a moped, and promised a rocket-like
speed of 68mph...better still, it was cheap.
One turned up locally, so naturally I went straight round with a cheque (£120, I
think), bought it straight away and rode off into the summer evening. I didn't
get far – the engine died half a mile down the road, along with the phenomenally
dim headlight, but the seller agreed to replace the dynamo brushes (which did
the trick) and even knocked a tenner off the price.
It was still a bit of an old dog – less than five years old in 1979 but having
apparently led a hard life. Still it was a proper motorbike, sounded quite throaty
to my ears (none of that tinny buzzing from the moped crowd) and it was mine.
One of the cooler kids in class, a sort of mild punk, with bondage trousers, had
bought my Puch but needed a lift to school. Two-up, we trolled along through
the 30 limit, but then I changed down to second to pass a JCB on Preston Beach
Road...my passenger was well impressed, and so was I.

There were some CZ
peculiarities to get used
to. The key was a
generic type which
would (I think this is
right) work in any
CZ/Jawa of the period.
But the most novel thing
was the semi-auto
clutch. Pressing on the
gearlever
(which
doubled as the kickstart)
also dipped the clutch,
so it was possible to
make clutchless changes all the way up and down the four-speed box, even if
some of them were a bit jerky. The party piece was to start off from rest, left
hand resting on your leg and treating the gearlever as a foot clutch. It impressed
me, anyway.
Naturally, I couldn't leave the thing alone. The tatty blue metallic paintwork was
crying out for a respray, so I attempted one out of aerosol tins. Soon gave that
up and reverted to good old brush-on Hammerite, which didn't look much better
but gave me something to do at weekends. Despite its down at heel appearance,
I don't remember any serious faults with the CZ. In fact, I made one up. The bike
developed what sounded like a serious death rattle at certain revs, which must,
I reasoned, be a well-worn piston. An exchange piston and barrel were bought
from the Jawa/CZ dealer in Poole (cost all of £17)...and the rattle was still there.
Then I discovered that tightening the fuel tank down properly eliminated the
rattle for good...
There were no heroic trips on the CZ, though riding it up to Oxford Poly, where
I was now studying, counted as one major safari. It even made it there and back
without breaking down – hooray! But the CZ and I were about to part company.
I had discovered British bikes and that Triumph's 350 twin looked like just the
thing for my next step up. Another story, as they say.

Another fascinating story from our own Pete Dungey now, on the evolution of
his TriBSA.
Building a special
Back in 1963 I decided it was time to build a special. My current ride was a 1954
Triumph T110 and I reasoned I could use that. Already in my shed was a BSA B31
frame; very similar to a Gold Star and I also had a set of Norton wheels (blimey
Pete, how big is your shed?-ed).
I measured and cut out some suitable engine plates, fitted new tyres and tubes
to the wheels and sourced a pair of aluminium sporting mudguards. Clip on bars
and levers soon followed and suitable cables were made. BSA forks completed
the rolling chassis, which was painted purple (well it was the sixties-ed). All
topped off with a large fibreglass fuel tank and seat, all I was lacking was any
sort of motive power.
The motor from the T110 was stripped down and I obtained a Bonneville head
with splayed inlets. The cases enclosed a one-piece crank, a pair of 3134
camshafts and then twin Amal carburettors with no filters were added to
provide the fuel metering. I then fabricated a set of rearsets and a folding
kickstart; which was some way off the ground and made it difficult to use. A pair
of 45 degree swept exhaust pipes were bang on trend and I made up a set of
very short megaphones which finished in front of the rear wheel!
The first time I attempted to fire it up I had to reach my leg high up in order to
kick, before putting all my weight through my right leg, hoping it would fire. Of
course, it backfired with an almighty thump, the kick start lever flew up and
ripped into the back of my leg, tearing my boot open!
In 1965, TT week beckoned and I rode up to the ferry, via the Mersey tunnel.
We were told our fuel tanks needed to be emptied before coming round and
pumping the tanks. We were then expected to push our bikes onto a large net,
which was hoisted by crane onto the deck of the ferry and then lashed together.
Up on deck once underway, we could see the pirate radio ship ‘Radio Caroline’
anchored offshore, it was very exciting!

At the IOM terminal we pushed our bikes to the dockside pumps and refuelled.
At that moment, with a sinking heart I realised I had a puncture in the rear tyre
-tremendous. Of course, I carried a spare tube and proceeded to remove the
rear wheel and fix the puncture. I also had with me a pump which worked via
the spark plug hole, so it was simple matter to start the engine on one cylinder
and inflate the tyre! A small crowd gathered to watch my exploits.

On one of the non-racing days I rode off into the mountains. It was very misty
with wet, low cloud (it usually is- ed) and, as I came down the mountain on a
twisty wet road with low walls either side, I spotted a couple standing by a BMW
combination stopped right in the middle of the road. I stopped and asked what
was wrong and if I could help. Turns out they were visitors from Germany and
they’d clipped the wall, ripping off one cylinder of the flat twin engine and to
cap it all the rider had lost his wristwatch as well! Luckily, they were unhurt, but
completely stranded.
Even my magic tyre inflator wasn’t going to help in this situation so I asked what
I might do to help. They told me they were members of the BMW club, currently
at Ramsey and would I mind riding there and finding his friends. I set off, armed
with the name of the chap, whom I eventually tracked down. A rescue vehicle

was commandeered and I was asked to guide them to the stricken couple, which
of course I did.

Blimey Pete- just how low are those clip ons?

After the outfit was safely loaded onto the truck, the chap tried to give me a tenshilling note (50p? blimey, no wonder he could afford a BMW, the tightwad- ed),
which I wouldn’t accept. He also told me that the couple had ridden halfway
round the planet without a single major incident until then. They had a social
evening planned for later that evening and I was warmly requested to attend.
Sadly, as I was staying in Douglas it was too far for me to travel and so we made
our fond farewells.

After the races I made my way back to the ferry terminal where yet again I had
to pump my fuel tank dry. Arriving at Liverpool there was a solitary pump serving
out £1 worth of fuel, quality and grade unknown. I rode away, seeking decent
five-star petrol, but before I could refill I heard a strange new noise emanating
from the motor. Filling up and riding home, I later found the usual head cracks
around the valves; probably caused by the lousy petrol I had to buy at the
dockside.
Enraged, I called Triumph and explained the problem. I was asked to send it to
the factory and they promised to resolve the issue. Several weeks passed and
still no sign of the cylinder head, so I called again to be told it had not been
received! I told them it had been sent by registered mail and that I had the
receipt. After a long pause they replied and said that if I went to Jim Alves at
Street I could buy a new replacement at a special price- fourteen pounds.
Sometime later, I had an unexpected mystery crash, bending the forks. I
replaced them and went to Lawton Wilson in Southampton and part-exchanged
it for a Reliant Regal, bringing the TriBSA saga to an end.

Another fantastic story Pete, thank you for taking the trouble to send it in. For
the reader’s interest, Peter sent both his stories into me, handwritten. It was my
pleasure to transcribe them into LDN. He also sent me a collage drawing which
reminded me very much of one of my favourite pieces of art- Richard Hamilton’s
incredibly famous and important 1956 piece “just what is it that makes modern
homes so different, so appealing?”. I’ve put them here, side by side. Only one
picture contains a Velocette, you’ll notice.

Incoming!
We have another letter, Roy Ponting recalls Betsy’s Stonehenge jolly:
Re Bette Barber’s piece about Stonehenge Section’s visit to the Stones in 1990,
I was Section Secretary in 2000, and the Committee thought it would be nice to
repeat the photo opportunity, both to celebrate the Millennium and the decade
since the last visit. As you can imagine English Heritage took fright at the idea
(despite letting thousands of scruffs in for free at the Solstices) but after much
correspondence they said we could go before opening time if we paid the full
entry fee and didn’t go anywhere near the Stones! When I pointed out this
slightly defeated the object, they said they didn’t want to ‘set a precedent’ and
wouldn’t relent even when I promised we wouldn’t ask to come back in the year

3000! However, I did submit a copy of the group photo when the management
recently asked for information on memorable events at Stonehenge, and it was
accepted for the exhibition which will run until later in the year at the Visitor
Centre.
Roy Poynting

That draws to a close this edition of LDN, I hope you enjoyed it. If we’re to have
LDN10 and beyond, the editorial team will require more material! Please send
your stuff in. As the riding season restart draws ever closer, perhaps it’s time to
get ‘bike fit’ and watch that waistline. After all, last time one of our section sat
on his bike this happened! I won’t mention any names but it rhymes with
Maurice…

Stay safe and well, see you out there soon.
Paul

